Spider Modular Platform Configurations:
Using End Adapter Stirrups

- Platform lengths from 5 to 50 ft (1.5 to 15.2 m) may be comprised of any combination of 5 ft (1.5 m) and 10 ft (3 m) units.
- Maximum rated load capacity is 1,000 lb (453.6 kg) up to a length of 40 ft (12.2 m) or 750 lb (340.2 kg) up to a length of 50 ft (15.2 m).
- Maximum working swath with two Spider drum hoists and flydecks is 62 ft (18.9 m).

Modular Platform Specifications

1. Adapter/Stirrup (4971)
2. Connector (4970)
3. 5 ft (1.5 m) modular section (4968)
4. 10 ft (3 m) modular section (4969)
5. Clamp, face roller (701020-1)
6. Roller (SA-1036-3, -4, -5)
7. Fixed face roller (701120-2)
8. Foam roller assembly (701036-1)
9. Spider drum and traction hoists attach here
10. Single line kits (701184-1) not pictured
11. 4 in. (102 mm) toeboard

NOTE: No more than 4-3 ft (1 m) mod sections can be used on a platform.